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Jungle Jive

1. There’s a little girl looking into a microscope at a spot on the wing of a beautiful butterfly.
When the spot is magnified, what is it supposed to be? _______________________________
2. In Lilly’s Plan E, inside the parenthesis, there is a plant, plus a water droplet, over something.
What is the object under the water droplet? _____________________________________

3. Auntie Bren has a gardening business. The name of the business is written right on the door of her truck.
What’s the name? _________________________________ What color is the truck? ______________

4. Molly B. Mouse is absolutely adorable, and is wearing a really cute pink outfit!
What pattern is on her shirt? _________________ What pattern is on her pants? _________________

5. Emma and Ella are beavers, and also happen to be sisters. Ella is wearing a very nice necklace.
What kind of beads are on the necklace she is wearing? ____________________________________

6. Lilly is flying into the clouds on one of the pages. Some of the clouds have parted to show blue sky.
What shape do the clouds make? ______________________________
7. Somewhere in the book, you’ll find a huge stone sundial that reflects the growth of a tree.
How many sections is the growth from seed to tree divided into? ___________________________
8. There’s a whole line of ants carrying a branch which was left over from the logging of the trees.
How many arms/legs does each one have? ______ How many total arms/legs for those ants? ______

9. The Whimsical Wizard, Inc. logo

is on one of the character’s shoes?

What is the character? ____________ What is the character’s name? ___________________________

10. Silk the Salamander is wearing two different things on his head.
What are they? 1. _________________________________ 2. ________________________________

11. June 18th is a special day. It’s the wedding anniversary of the author’s parents. This date is in the book.
What is this date written on? _______________________________________

12. Lilly takes time to think through her plan, while sitting around a nice warm fire in her cave home.
What form of communication did she have to learn about the news? ________________________

13. The gang of Tree Bark Falls is working very hard to get their jungle back to normal.
What is Hazel holding in her hand? _____________________ What color is it? _________________

14. Teeder the Toad is helping everyone exercise to strengthen their muscles. The ants are holding weights.
What two materials are the weights made of? 1. __________________ 2. ___________________

15. On one of the pages, the little girl is holding out her hand, and something circular is glowing above it.
What is this circular mass called? _________________________________________

16. Lilly the Lash always likes to carry two things with her when she heads out on her adventures.
What are they? 1. ______________________________ 2. _____________________________

17. The storm caused a lot of damage, forcing neighbors to bunk together until their homes could be fixed.
What animal is about to join the others in the nest? _____________________________________

18. Lilly used a seed to float down to the ground of the jungle. It worked just like a parachute!!
What’s the name of the flower that this seed came from? ______________________________

19. Three sheep are floating over the little girl while she drifts off to sleep. Which of the other Lilly the Lash
books do the three different images inside the sheep come from?
1. _______________________________________ 2. _______________________________________
3. _______________________________________

20. This Tree of Life outdoor wall hanging with four classic elements can be found on the last page
of Lilly the Lash’s fourth book, The Kacklin’ Kitchen. These same images are in this book.
What are these five images printed on? ______________________________________

